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Eighteen Years In Publication
WHAT'S GOING ON!

In the July-August-September issue of the "Proceedings" of 1971, we said "The price-wage order will not solve the problem of inflation". Anyone can see by the increase in prices, since "Phase One" was started, that prices continue to climb. "Phase Four", which hasn't been announced yet, will likely include ceiling price freezes, restrictions on travel, rationing, and will result in a crippling stagnation to the activities and freedom we have enjoyed in the past. All of this adverse "cost of living" increase, comes at the same time that one major automobile manufacturer announces a profit of over 200 million dollars for the first three months of 1973. This economic paradox is the result of a subtle slow loss of economic stability since World War Two.

The year 1974 looks like it will be disastrous, due to the loss of two-hundred-thousand newborn calves in the late storm in the Northern States, and loss of fruit crops due to late freezes in the Southeastern States. The Mississippi flood covering 18,000,000 square miles, prevented the planting of crops in the South and the massive damage to property both from this flood and hundreds of tornadoes.

With six months to go in 1973, from all appearances things are going to get worse. I foresee a calamity involving water, with the death of thousands of people. Nature is rebelling against the violation of her laws.

The Arab-Israel problem can explode at any time and when it does it will lead into a world-wide conflict. Russia has 45 divisions of troops on the Chinese border. National leaders are running around the world making deals. World-wide "bugging" is going on because no nation trusts any other nation.

This whole condition is the result of a philosophy of power and greed that has expanded for generations. It has now gone beyond the point of no return and will not get better in spite of all of the talks of peace.

Now we are supposed to have an "energy crisis". A true energy crisis would occur gradually, not overnight. This appears to be an effort to get the
government to subsidize the cost of the Alaskan pipeline. Actually it goes beyond that, with the development of a cheap method of making Deuterium.

Hydrogen is the most plentiful element for power on the earth. Deuterium, called "heavy hydrogen", is the power of the "H Bomb". New methods of Deuterium production will make it possible for Canada alone to produce 500 pounds per day. The cost will soon be down to twenty-five dollars per pound. One pound of Deuterium will produce the equivalent power of $75,000.00 worth of coal, or gas. In otherwords, ten cents worth of Deuterium will heat your home all winter where it now costs you around $300.00.

What reaction will hydrogen power have on the oil companies that are now the biggest power in the economy? Hydrogen is the waters of the oceans in unlimited quantity. It doesn't have to be pumped from wells.

In this "energy crisis" I see a conflict between Hydrogen and Oil worth another World War. With the development of "Magneto-Hydro-Dynamics", which is a method of producing electricity directly from a flame, there would go the electric power principles of generators and wires and poles to bring it into your home. A small "M.H.D." unit could be in every home and operate for peanuts.

The "energy crisis" is not a condition of not enough energy, but a change in scientific production where we couldn't possibly use it up. No industry likes a new development that eliminates their existence.

PERMANENT RECOGNITION

Any individual who contributes a gift to "The College of Universal Wisdom" of $100.00, or more, will have their name stamped on an individual brass plate which will be visible around the base curb of the "Integratron". Their name will also be listed behind glass on the front of the office building. Each additional $100.00 gift, by anyone whose name is already listed, will be marked by an asterisk behind their name in the cabinet on the front of the office.
"DEAD MEN ARISING AGAIN"

We are reprinting a very interesting letter from Pilate to Caesar, written at the time of the death and resurrection of Jesus the Christ.

Thanks are in order to Rev. Eileen Bennett, pastor of the Dr. Clem Davies Ministry, at 4950 Franklin Ave., Hollywood, California.

"In the British Museum, among its countless treasures, is a manuscript entitled 'Letters of Herod and Pilate to Caesar in Rome'. These letters occur in a Syriac MS. of the sixth or seventh century. The correspondence between the rulers concerns the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The reports of Herod and Pilate reflect the great mental and emotional experiences which they encountered for the part they had in the trial and death of our Lord. Their testimony gives us insight to the influence of the Divine Life upon two of the most sophisticated and world-weary men in history. It also holds a special interest for us because we live in the generation which will see our Lord return to Earth in full demonstration of His sublime victory over death, sin and the grave. Here is a little of Pilate's report to Caesar about the resurrection of Jesus the Christ:— 'Now, when Jesus was crucified darkness came over all the world; the sun was altogether hidden, and the sky appeared dark while it was yet day, so that the stars were seen, though still they had their luster obscured, wherefore, I suppose your excellency is not unaware that in all the world they lighted their lamps from the sixth hour until evening. And the moon which was like blood, did not shine all night long, although it was at the full, and the stars and Orion made lamentation over the Jews, because of the transgression committed by them. And on the first day of the week, about the third hour of the night, the sun appeared as it never shone before, and the whole heaven became bright. And as lightnings come in a storm, so certain men of lofty stature, in beautiful array, and of indescribable glory, appeared in the air, and a countless host of angels, crying out and saying, Glory to God in the highest! Come up ye who are in bondage in Hades. And at their voice, all the mountains and the hills were moved, and the rocks were rent, and great chasms were made in the earth, so that the very places of the
abyss were visible. And amid the terror, dead men were seen arising again so that the Jews who saw it said, we beheld Abraham and Isaac and Jacob and the twelve patriarchs, who died some two thousand five hundred years ago, and we beheld Noah clearly in his body. And all the multitude walked about and sang hymns to God with a loud voice, saying, The Lord our God, who hath risen from the dead, hath made alive all the dead, and Hades He hath spoiled and slain.'

'Therefore, my lord king (Caesar) all that night the light ceased not. But many of the Jews died, and were sunk and swallowed up in the chasms that night, so that not even their bodies were to be seen. Now I mean, that those of the Jews suffered who spoke against Jesus. And but one synagogue remained in Jerusalem, for all the synagogues which had been against Jesus were overwhelmed. Through that terror, therefore being amazed and being seized with great trembling, in that very hour, I ordered what had been done by them all to be written, and I have sent it to thee, O Caesar'.

This is a remarkable manuscript and there is no reason to reject it because "dead men arising again" is clearly recorded by St. Matthew, who wrote '... the earth shook, the rocks were split, the tombs were opened, and a number of bodies of the saints who slept the sleep of death rose up - they left the tombs after His Resurrection and entered the holy city and appeared to a number of people' (Matt.27:51). The report which Pilate sent to Caesar in Rome adds the information that the risen saints included Noah, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and others, and these were the very Prophets who had foretold the Lord Jesus Christ and His triumph over the grave. When Pilate wrote his report he was signing his own death warrant, for Caesar was enraged by Pilate's handling of the situation in Judea and called him to Rome where, according to the manuscript, Caesar accused him of causing all the fearful experiences that had affected the whole world, including darkness and earthquake. 'By daring to do an evil deed thou hast ruined all the world' accused the Caesar; and the despairing Pilate took his own life.'

THE BIEFFIELD BROWN EFFECT

We are reprinting this information from the "Proceedings" of August-September-October, 1966, due to many requests for it.
THE BIEFIELD-BROWN EFFECT

In 1923 Dr. Biefield, professor of physics and astronomy at Dennison University, teamed up with Townsend Brown in basic efforts to understand and overcome gravity. At Dr. Biefield's suggestion a number of tests were performed to determine the electrical relation of gravity relative to electrically charged objects. Dr. Biefield was a former classmate of Einstein in Switzerland. The original tests conducted proved there was a tendency toward motion in a charged condenser suspended from a thread. This observed motion of a charged condenser has been labeled the Biefield-Brown Effect. Brown pointed out in 1923 that this tendency of a charged condenser to move might grow into a basically new method of propulsion.

In 1926 Townsend Brown described a "space car" using this new principle. By 1928 he had built working models of a boat propelled in this manner. By 1938 Brown had shown how his condensers not only moved but had interesting effects on plants and animals. Townsend Brown made a condenser shaped like a saucer that flew around a maypole long before flying saucers became a newspaper topic in 1947.

The saucers made by Brown had no propellers, no jets, no moving parts at all. They created a modification of the gravitational field around themselves, which is analogous to putting them on the incline of a "hill". They acted like a surfboard on a wave. The electro-gravitational saucer creates its own "hill", which is a local orientation of the field around it. Then it takes its own "hill" with it in any direction and at unlimited acceleration. There are no inertial forces as such inside the field. No thrust, or centripetal force results on the load or occupants with directional changes.

Brown's saucers required a highly charged leading edge, the positive polarity pole. Such a charged pole produces an electrical corona. This is visible in darkness. A full scale saucer will produce a corona visible for miles at night. The shape of a saucer follows the requirements of electro-static and gravitational considerations, not aerodynamic requirements. There is no heat barrier, or skin friction as in aircraft
rammed through the air by reaction propulsion methods. The material leading edge of the ship enters a vacuity created by the electrically charged area in front of it. For every known electromagnetic effect there is an analogous electrogravitational effect, but electro-gravitational causes and effects differ from those of electromagnetic. The fields around a saucer can reach an intensity where they will bend light around them, and they will appear to disappear. Radar bounce off the body can also be screened off by the field at given frequencies, and it will disappear on the radar scope.

Brown observed the following factors in his moving, charged condensers:

1. Regarding the separation of the plates of the condenser; the closer the plates, the greater the effect.

2. The ability of the material between the plates to store electrical energy in the form of elastic stress. A measure of this ability is called the "K" of the material. The higher the "K", the greater the Biefield-Brown effect.

3. The area of the plates; the greater area giving the greater effect.

4. The voltage difference between the plates; more voltage, more effect.

5. The mass of the material between the plates; the greater the mass, the greater the effect.

We observed that with vertical poles a separation, or division of the fields can be affected with a "caduceus" coil winding. This creates one field pulling up and the other field pushing down.

The coupling of harmonics in electricity, gravity, and magnetism result in the power that spins planets, orbits them, and causes galaxies to spin.

We printed data on the conversion of linear energy into spin motion in the "Proceedings" in 1954.

The Biefield-Brown effect demonstrates that a condenser suspended in a horizontal position, when charged with electricity, will move in the positive pole direction. Reverse the polarity and it will move in the opposite direction, always moving toward the positive end.
The spherical balls that have been referred to as a landing gear in the pictures taken by George Adamski, are not landing gears - they are condensers. Located 120° apart they provide a tripod effect in the gravitational field, and give directional control by polarity manipulations.

Townsend Brown pursued his research until 1956, when he formed N.I.C.A.P., the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena, in Washington, D.C., with a top brass advisory board.

I visited Townsend Brown in his office in Washington in late 1956 while I was on a lecture tour. In discussing his research and flying saucers with him, I explained the purpose of the 120° control. In a few weeks he resigned as the head of N.I.C.A.P., and Major Donald Keyhoe became its Director.

In January, 1955, we printed data in the "Proceedings" on "The Earth As A Motor". From this data another man made an anti-gravity model, and is at present engaged in making larger ones for a private firm, which is under government subsidy. In 1952 we printed data on anti-gravity relative to rotating high frequency fields. In 1956 we explained data relative to polarity reversals and temperature changes in molecular structure over Radio Station W.O.R. that was later proven by a major steel company, who sent a man out here to consult with me for several days.

There are anti-gravity research projects in every country in the world. On my last lecture tour I was approached by two separate parties conducting anti-gravity research outside of government subsidy. Both of them work and will lift non-ferrous metals like gold and silver as easily as a magnet will attract iron. Neither one of them works on the Biefeld-Brown effect, but rather by orienting the poles of the atomic structure - like magnetism orients the poles in molecular structure.

Authority refused to look at the Dean Space Drive, written about by Campbell in a past "Astounding Magazine", because it contradicted Newton's Law of Gravity - but it works!

The Biefeld-Brown Effect is only a part of gravitational knowledge, but Townsend Brown should be
publicly honored for his revelations; not rejected to become another Tesla unknown to present scientific teaching.

Kepler and Newton knew the true state of things, but science misinterpreted their findings. Faraday demonstrated "magna-rotation". Rotary moving weights produce mechanical lift through centrifugal force. This was proven by Mr. Benny Hallberg in Sweden and is referred to as the "Hallberg Device".

Resonance is the answer to both sonic and electro-gravitational nullification of gravity. A "free energy" motor can be made with permanent magnets, using a three gear planetary system between the rotor and stator, with an even number of magnets on the rotor and an uneven number of magnets on the stator. The three gears have three magnets rotating to time attraction and repulsion between the rotor and stator magnets polarity-wise.

Gravity is relative to the mass of the atomic structure of the matrix. It would be easier to lift the Empire State building than it would be to lift a salt shaker if the poles of the atomic structure were aligned vertically.

Multiple wave oscillation gives an angleworm thrust to coherent waves that are in harmonic resonance with each other. With no frictional resistance, acceleration beyond the theorized speed of light are possible. Being inside of the electrogravitational field causes all time reference to cease, and one could live an indefinite life span as long as the cell loss is replaced in the body by new cell food.

An electro-statically charged condenser - which a space ship is - excludes all outside influences which cause ageing in bodies.

A paper recently released by Hans Lauritzen, "Disclosure Of The Motive Power Systems Of The Flying Saucers", is most revealing.

You can understand why the Biefield-Brown effect is not being taught in our most advanced technical colleges today because of the impact it would have on a world run by money. This is the reason why flying saucers data has been withheld from the public.
MORE PYRAMID DATA

For 90 days we have been observing the results of a solid metal pyramid emersed in salt water in a large glass jar. Out of the apparently clear water, beautiful clouds appeared around the top third of the pyramid.

After 60 days we put two 1"x 5" alnico magnets on the North and South sides of the jar. North and South attracting poles on opposite sides of the jar. In a matter of 7 days all the clouds merged on the South face of the pyramid. Reversing polarity of the magnets makes no difference.

So far we have one large beautiful salt cloud, but we are considering aspects that may lead to making fresh water out of salt water at no cost using the pyramid energy.

INTEGRATRON

Work on the "Integratron" is progressing slowly. It was necessary to spend $1650.00 to put a chain-link fence around the perimeter of the area, with a barbwire top. This protection was approved unanimously by the Board of Directors, due to some people from the cities who come up to our desert on weekends and destroy things. The Integratron cannot be replaced and this precaution was imperative.

A $600.00 paint job is necessary for the Integratron before next winter. About $20,000.00 worth of instruments are required in the last stages before the Integratron is operational. This project is approximately 84% completed.

We want to thank those of our readers that have contributed financially to the progress being made.
THE UNIVERSAL ORDER OF LIFE

The Static Level

Space is the absolute infinity of energy. In this static energy solution all other things move and manifest. This infinite stillness of pure intelligence, which permeates all matter, activates all life, and causes all motion, is the mind which keeps order, cycles motion, and reacts in effects which become endless causes. This static mind is God, or the Creator, for if deity becomes something, then it becomes individual. For dogmatic animals, called humans, to try to grasp the immensity of an intelligence that is infinite without end, and is everywhere, is almost impossible. Humans can understand a Mayor, a Governor, or even a President, but cannot really understand a ghost, a Lord, or a God, if they do not have an image of them to see. No one can be expected to comprehend the infinity of absolute intelligence that made galaxies, suns, planets and all of the other order of things too numerous to mention. Accept the fact that you are in the infinity of It, and It is in you.

The Linear Level

In this absolute intelligence of space, static Mind could not create without a contrast of opposites. With total ability It caused linear lines of It's total energy in solution to manifest perpendicular to each others. These energy lines are endless also and vibrate, and have rhythmic wave motions. N.A.S.A. and the Russian space programs have now measured the wave motions of the positive lines of force at 8 to 10 cycles per second; the same as brainwaves of humans. These linear lines of positive energy are what people become aware of when they meditate. These linear lines of energy, both positive and negative, are the activators of life in forms. They are the causal force of all motion and life from cells to people.

The Spin Level

The atomic level of life is caused by the linear lines of force intersecting each other. Where the positive and negative lines of force cross, if the vibration of each line is the same, an atom is created.
The positive linear line gives energy to the nucleus and the negative line gives to the shell, or electron. The spin of the atom is created 45° to the perpendicular mother (negative) and father (positive) lines of linear energy. A solar system is created in the same manner, by bands of linear energy that are saturated with the energy that becomes the matrix of the atomic structure of planets and suns. Both the sun's spin, the planet's spin, and the planet's orbits are kept in motion by the linear lines of energy like a cosmic motor. The order of spin motion, from atoms to galaxies, prohibits that these intelligent systems could be following fixed laws relative to change, polarity, and mass, by accident, or the "big bang" theory. They were created by the Infinite Absolute Mind.

The Individual Level

All things are individual if they are separated from all like things. A drop of water is individual until it falls in the ocean, then it becomes part of the ocean's water. People are individual but are part of the planet and society of humans while they are in the planets environment, and must conform to the planet's laws of gravity and ride it in space. People do not merge together like the drop of water and the ocean, they are separated and remain individuals because they were created that way. Insects, birds, fish, animals, and humans are all individuals in various levels of planetary life, and each has a separate environment and purpose in life. Everything individual shows some form of intelligence without education or training. Each individual is a self-contained unit of atoms, molecules, cells, and organs and glands. All are fluid creatures, not solid. All have a pattern of species form.

The Matrix Level

A cell is a matrix of atoms, molecules and parts. It has a positive nucleus and a negative exterior electrically like an atom, or solar system. Being a matrix, it is also an individual part of a matrix of other living things like vegetation and people.

A planet is the matrix of the elements that compose it. It is one of the specks of the matrix
of a galaxy. It must conform to its matrix composition, relative to rotation, orbit, mass, charge, and polarity in a solar system.

People being a matrix of atoms which make up molecules, molecules which make up organs, glands, veins, flesh, bones, and fluids, which make up one human body, are a mass of intelligent laws in action. The laws of dynamics, mechanics, hydraulics, chemistry, electricity, atomics, physics and many other exact laws, are working in one human body without direction of the brain. What is the intelligence that keeps this matrix working in such order? Trillions of trillions of atoms, working in billions of billions of molecules, in an estimated 100 trillion cells, in a fluid body that moves, thinks, remembers, produces results and reproduces itself in one human body. The heart beats 24 hours a day. All of the involuntary system in one human body works without directions from the brain. Fantastic order! It can only function because it is in the infinity of intelligence and the infinite intelligence is in each particle of the matrix of it. No atom, molecule, cell, organ, or gland, had an education, or an economy. This alone should be enough evidence to prove that intelligence and mind are everywhere in order and function.

The Composite Level

A cloud is a composite of molecules of water brought into ionization of form by electrical laws. It didn't evolve, it was created by fixed laws. It will dissipate, or rain by fixed laws.

Individual people are all a composite of the elements of "Mother Earth", and the electrical spirit of "The Father". Humans are a biochemical composite, running on a fluid drive principle of electrochemical laws.

The composite makeup depends on the energy assimilation from the linear lines of energy throughout all space. One human body manifesting life on a whirling ball of rock, orbiting around a sun, orbiting in a galaxy, is the orderly composition of thousands of laws working in harmony in an infinite intelligence that makes the whole universal show go.
A brain acquires intelligence from the infinite intelligence that is there where the brain is. Education is only learning from what others found out in life. Education is learning from the composite information from the past. Experience is learning from the present. Intuition is acquiring information from the future. Humans have made a composite of thousands of man made laws, while they ignore the fixed universal laws that make things go correctly.

The universal order of life extends beyond this planetary human existence ad-infinitum. No human operating on self-interest principles of power, or greed, is fooling this everpresent intelligence. They have to answer to fixed laws of reciprocation in an order of balance with no one there to wine and dine them. God's bank doesn't pay off unless one makes some deposits in it.

This is a short article on an infinite subject. If one wrote for a lifetime here, the article would only be started.

PROCEEDINGS

Some of our readers will not be receiving the "Proceedings" after this issue unless we hear from you. Our files show that we have not heard from several hundred of our readers for the past two years.

If you are one of these readers, please let us hear from you if you wish to continue to receive our paper.

FRONT PAGE PICTURE

The picture on the front page is one taken for the newspapers. It shows George W. Van Tassel with a ½ inch to the foot scale model, of the cut-away structure of the "Integratron". The scale model was built by Herbert Kelley.